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Abstract 
In this thesis, we give a survey of the results of the work of M. Gromov and 
R. Schoen on harmonic map into singular space. We first prove the existence of 
energy minimizing maps from a domain with given boundary data. By assum-
ing our target space is nonpositively curved (NPC), we show that any harmonic 
map (with image being in a compact set) is locally Lipschitz. Using the convex-
ity properties of the energy functional along geodesic homotopies, we establish 
the existence and uniquess results of minimizers in homotopy classes. Next, we 
approximate a harmonic map by a homogeneous map which itself is an energy 
minimizing map and prove some smoothness results. 
By assuming the target space is F-connected, we can obtain more information 
on regularity for harmonic maps, which will be useful in the application of the 
Bochner method. Since locally finite Euclidean buildings are F-connected com-
plexes, we obtain some basic results for harmonic maps into Euclidean buildings. 
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In this thesis, we will follow the work of M. Gromov and R. Schoen [6]. We 
will study the existence, uniqueness and regularity results for energy minimizing 
maps from a Riemannian domain into some singular spaces. Notice that there 
are more detailed developments in the later work of N. Korevaar and R. Schoen 
7 . 
Let M be a smooth n dimensional Riemannian manifold and C M be a 
bounded domain with smooth boundary. Let X be a locally compact Riemannian 
simplicial complex. It means that X is the geometric realization of a locally 
finite simplicial complex such that each geometric simplex is endowed with a 
Riemannian metric which is the restriction to the standard simplex of a smooth 
Riemannian metric defined in a neighborhood of that simplex. We assume that 
X is properly isometrically embedded in a Euclidean space M � , w h i c h means 
that the induced metric on each simplex coincides with the given metric. We will 
study energy minimizing maps in the space 
= {ue 丑 : u{x) e X a.e. x G Q}. 
Here H^iVi.W) is the Hilbert space of R斤 of vector valued I? functions on Vt 
with first distributional derivatives in The inner product of 丑 1(^ 2，R斤）is 
5 
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given by 
r f A 』，\ du dv \ , 
M l 二 
川 \ a,13=1 / 
where u.v, and dfig are the Euclidean dot product of vectors in M斤, the 
inverse matrix of (gap) and the volume element of Q respectively. 
In case that X is a smooth Riemannian manifold with nonpositive curvature, 
J. Eells and J. H. Sampson [2] had proved the existence theorem of energy min-
imizing maps in homotopy classes. Later, R. Hamilton [9] extended the results 
to compact manifolds with boundary. One of the main reasons to study energy 
minimizing maps into singular spaces is to apply the theory to prove some rigidity 
theorems in the theory of semi-simple Lie groups. 
In the work [6] that we are going to discuss, M. Gromov and R. Schoen 
first prove the existence theorem of energy minimizing map with given boundary 
data. By assuming the target space is nonpositively curved (NPC) (defined in 
chapter 3), they derive the convexity properties of the energy functional (Theorem 
5.1) along geodesic homotopies and use this to prove the existence of energy 
minimizing maps in homotopy classes when the domain is a compact Riemannian 
manifold without boundary. This generalizes the results in [2] and [9]. They also 
prove the uniqueness theorem of energy minimizing maps with given Lipschitz 
boundary data when the target space X is simply connected and hence generalizes 
the work of P. Hartman [8 . 
The most difficult part is to establish the regularity of energy minimizing 
maps. It is not difficult to show that the energy minimizing map from an interval 
is length minimizing and Lipschitz. However, in order to get similar results for 
the higher dimensional cases, it is necessary to assume the target space is NPC. 
In [6], M. Gromov and R. Schoen derive a useful monotonicity formula (Lemma 
4.1) for an order function Ord{x, a, Q). By this, they are able to show that energy 
minimizing map (with image lying in a compact subset of X) is locally Lipschitz 
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(Theorem 4.1). 
In most applications, the Lipschitz condition of energy minimizing map is not 
enough. In order to obtain further regularity results, an energy minimizing map 
near a point is first approximated by a homogeneous map which is very useful 
for studying the local properties of energy minimizing maps (e.g. Theorem 6.3). 
One obtains a sufficient condition for an energy minimizing map to be so-called 
intrinsically differentiable (defined in chapter 7) based on the differentiability of 
map into a totally geodesic subcomplex which approximately contains the local 
image of the map. 
Finally, one considers the case that the target space is F-connected (defined 
in chapter 8). Since locally finite Euclidean buildings (see [3]) are F-connected 
complexes, some important results for energy minimizing maps into Euclidean 
buildings are obtained. For example, one can estimate the size of the singular 
set of an energy minimizing map from a Riemannian domain to a F-connected 
complex. An important Bochner type formula for energy minimizing map is also 
obtained. 
Chapter 2 
Maps into locally compact 
Riemannian complex 
2.1 Exitsence of energy minimizing maps 
A basic question in the theory of harmonic maps is about the existence of 
energy minimizing maps. In this section, we will consider this problem on maps 
from a Riemannian domain into a locally compact Riemannain simplicial complex 
X. A complex X is said to be a Riemannian simplicial complex if it satisfies the 
following: i) It is the geometric realization of a locally finite simplicial complex, 
ii) Each geometric simplex is endowed with a Riemannian metric which is the 
restriction to the standard simplex of a smooth Riemannian metric defined in 
a neighborhood of that simplex. In this work, we always assume X is properly 
isometrically embedded in a Euclidean space • 
Let (M, g) be a smooth Riemannian manifold of dimension n and C M be a 
bounded domain with smooth boundary. We are interested in maps from Q into 
X. Define, 
= {ue : u{x) e X a.e. x G 0} 
8 
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where R^) is the Hibert space of R斤 vector valued L^ functions on Q with 
first distributional derivatives in L^. The H^ inner product is defined by 
� — 1 = / > . ”+衾1 £ . � 
where u.v denote the Eucliedean inner product in R^ and (c/^^) is the inverse 
matrix of ("。"）. For u G 丑 X ) , define the energy of u by 
E{u) = / 
Jn 
where Vn ^ = Y^ q " ^ 曰 — — i s called the energy density of u, dfig is the 
^ ax^ oxP 
volume element of Let u,v e u = v on dCl means u - v e 
where H^ in .R ' ' ) is the i^i-norm closure of 
Theorem 2.1 (Existence of energy minimizing maps) Let (p G 3u G 
such that u = cp on dCl and E{u) < E{v), W G with v = (p 
on dVL 
Proof : Let {li^} C be a minimizing sequence with Ui = (f on dft. We 
claim that {ui} is uniformly bounded in 丑i-norm. Since 
\ui\\l = / Ui . Ui + E{ui), 
Jn 
and E(ui) mf{E{u) : u G X) with u = (f on 3^2}’ we only need to show 
that f^ Ui . Ui is uniformly bounded. 
(2.1) ( / + M ” * . 
Jn Jn Jn 
On the other hand, since Ui - (p e Poincare inequality gives 
f - ^r < c [ I•(仏 i ) | 2 
Jn Jn 
(2.2) < f f I•們， 
Jn Jn 
\ 
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where C,C are constants only depending on n and By (2.1) and (2.2), 
f^Ui . Ui is uniformly bounded. Since {u^} is uniformly bounded in 丑i-norm, 
there exists subsequence again denoted by {ui} such that {ui} converges to a 
map u e weakly. Also, since X is a closed subset of M^, a subsequence 
of {ui} converges pointwisely to u a.e.. Since Ui{x) G X for almost every x e f^, 
we have u(x) G X for almost every x G 0 and hence u G X). The set 
{v G : V = (p on dQj 
is a closed affine subspace of so it is weakly closed. Therefore, u = (p 
on dQ. By Sobolev compactly embedding theorem, we have Ui converges to u in 
L^-norm. Together with the fact t h a t � i ^ ” n � i converges to {u,u)i we get 
E{u) < lim E{ui) 
i—>oo 
and hence complete the proof. • 
2.2 Length minimizing curves 
By Theorem 2.1, we can study the geometry of X. One of the most important 
geometric object is geodesic. We always assume that X is connected. Let Pq, Pi ^ 
X Define the distance function on X by, 
d{Po, Pi) 二 inf{L(7) : 7 a Lipschitz path from Pq to Pi}, 
where L(j) denotes the length of 7 as a map from X to R^. 
Lemma 2.1 (X,d) is a complete metric space. 
Proof : It is easy to see that d is a metric on X. To see completeness, just notice 
that X CR^ is closed and 丨丨尸。—Pi丨丨 < d(Po,Pi), VFQ, A ^ X where | |P�— 
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denotes the Euclidean distance between Pq, ^i- 口 
Let : [0,1] -> X be a path such that ^(0) 二 Pq and (^(1) 二 Pi. Let 7 be an 
energy minimizing path given by Theorem 2.1. Then 
| 丨 7 � - 7 _ < 力i),7⑷） 
产 dj 
< / h r (it 
一 Jti dt 
< / .|力2-力1|* 
一 V 人1 dt 
= • \t2 - tl|2. 
Hence 7 is Holder continuous with exponent 
Lemma 2.2 | 尝 | is a constant a.e. on [0,1] where 尝 denote the 1? -vector valued 
function which is the distributional derivative of 7. 
Proof : Let (^t) G 1]) and 7 , � = j { t + s确. 
By chain rule, 
軸=J: + S 綱 dT 
where r = t + and s is fixed. Since 五(7) < E、卞、for all sufficiently small 
s , ⑶ “ 二 0. Thus, 
j : f ( / /�ci力=0, V0gCo-([O,1]) 
That means the weak derivative of 
the function | 尝 p is equal to zero and 
therefore is equal to constant a.e. on [0,1]. • 
Theorem 2»2 Let 7 be as in Lemma 2.2. Then 7 is Lipschitz，| 尝 
丨二 L(7) a.e. 
on [0，1] and ^ is a length minimizing curve among all Lipschitz curves joining 
7(0) and 7(1) in X. 
\ 
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P r o o f : 
^ =「包 dt (by lemma 2.2) 
dt Jo dt 
= L ( 7 ) 
a.e. on [0,1], hence 7 is Lipschitz. Let 71 be any Lipschitz curve that coincides 
with 7 at the end points. Let 72 be the energy minimizer among all curve 7 in 
l],7i([0，1])) with 7(0) = 7(0) and 7(1) = 7(1)- Then using the argument 
in Lemma 2.2 again, one can show that 72 is parametrized with constant speed 
and we have 华 二 L(72) a.e. on [0,1]. Thus 
dt 
二 丑(7) < 丑(72) = ^'(72) < 
and therefore < I/(7i)- 口 
\ 
Chapter 3 
Harmonic maps into 
nonpositively curved spaces 
3.1 Nonpositively curved spaces 
In chapter 2, we have showed that energy minimizing maps of an interval into a 
Riemannian simplicial complex X are Lipschitz. In order to obtain more infor-
mation for the higher dimension case, we need to assume (X, d) has nonpositive 
curvature as a metric space. Before giving the definition of nonpositively curved 
metric space, let us introduce some notations. 
Let e X. Denote A be three points in R^ such that 
d{Q,Po) = HQ-Poll 
d{Po^Pi) = | | P o - A l l 
d{Q,Pi) 二 H Q - A l l 
where ||.|| denotes the Euclidean distance. Let P(s)，s G [0,/],/ = d{Po,Pi), is a 
minimizing unit speed geodesic( which exists by Theorem 2.2) from Pq to Pi and 
P(s ) ,5 G [0,/],/ = IlPo - A l l , is the unit speed geodesic from Pq to Pi in R^. 
13 
\ 
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Definition 3.1 Assume X is simply connected. Suppose for any three points 
e X, we have d{P{s),Q) < | |P(s) — Q||,Vs G [0,/]. Then (X,d) is 
called a NONPOSITIVELY CURVED SPACE or N P C space. 
In this chapter, we always assume that X is nonpositively curved metric space. 
Lemma 3.1 Let P,Q e X. There exists only one length minimizing path joining 
P and Q. 
Proof : Assume 71,72 ： [0，Z] X are two miniminzing paths joining P and Q 
where I 二 d(P, Q). 71 (0) = 72(0) = P, 71 (0 = 7 2 � = Q . Let P,Q eR^ be such 
that d{P, Q) = I. Note that 71 (s) 二 二 x(5), Vs G [0, /] where x : [0, /] 
is the unique unit speed geodesic joining P and Q, where x(0) = P and x{l) = Q. 
Fix So G [0,1]. Since (X,d) is a NPC space we have, 
0^ (71 0),72(Sq)) < ||x(s) - x(so)| . 
Putting s = SO, we have 71 (SQ) = 72(^0) and hence the proof is completed. • 
Lemma 3.2 Let Pq, Pi andQo,Qi mX. Let P{t),Q{t), t G [0,1] be the constant 
speed geodesic paths joining PQ,PI and QcQi respectively. Then the function 
g{t) = ⑷)，t G [0,1] is a convex function. 
Proof : First, we prove the case that P(0) 二 Q(0) = Pq and let PQ, A , Qi ^ 股2 
be such that A ) = 一 汽||, o (^Pi，Qi) 二 \\Pi — Qill and d(Po,Qi)= 
\Pq Let P{t) and Q{t) be two constant speed geodesic paths ( straight 
line ) joining P(0),P(1) and P(0),O(l) respectively. Then for any t e [0,1] we 
have 
� , Q ⑴） S I I 汽 力 � I I 
二 t l |P ( l ) -0 (1 )11 
= t d { P u Q i ) . 
\ 
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For the general case, we let 7 : [0,1] X be the constant speed geodesic such 
that 7(0) = Po and 7(1) = Qi. By the previous case, for any t e [0,1] we have 
懒例Pi,Qi) and d ( 7 � , Q⑴） < (l-t)d(Po,Qo)-
Therefore, we have 
d(m,Q(t)) s � , 7 � � , Q ⑴ ） 
< td{PuQi) + {l-t)d{Po,Qo) 
and thus the function g(t�= d{P{t),Q{t)) is a convex function. • 
Proposition 3.1 X is contractible. 
Proof : If we take PQ 二 Qo in Lemma 3.1, then 
d{P{t),Q{t)) - 一 _ _ 
Define RX,Q :X X,Xe [0,1], by RX,Q{P) = P{X) where P ： [0,1] X is the 
constant speed geodesic from Q to P. RX,Q is a Lipschitz map since 
(3.1) d{Rx,Q{Po).Rx,Q{Pi)) < 專0, Pi)-
Since 
RO,Q{P) = Q.YPEX 
RI,Q{P) = P. VPG X 
Therefore R•，q : [0,1] X X X gives a deformation retraction of X to a point Q 
and hence X is contractible. • 
\ 
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3.2 Properties of the distance function 
Definition 3.2 Let F \ W ^ W be a Lipschitz map. The DIRECTIONAL 
DERIVATIVE OF F at a point P e w for a vector V is defined by, 
, � 1 F ( P + W) - F{P) 
DvF{P) = lim ^ — — — , 
\ ‘ h^o h 
if the limit exists. 
Lemma 3.3 Let F : W ^ W be Lipschitz and 7 : [a, 6] R爪 is absolutely 
continuous. Then F o 7 is absolutely continuous. I f j andFo^ are differentiable 
at to e (a, 6), then Dy^to)^ exists at j{to) and 
(i^o 前 力 0 ) ) . 
Proof : It is easy to see that if 7 is absolutely continuous and F is Lipschitz, 
then F 0 7 is absolutely continuous. Assume 7 and F o 7 are differentiable at to. 
Then we can write 
7(力0 + ") 二 7(力0) + 作 0 ) " + 
where lim/^^o 警 二 and 
l i m 辦 0 +叫—阶⑷） 
/i^o h 
exists. 
F(7(to + h)) 二 F(7(力 o ) + 7 ' (力 ( ) ) “ • ) ) 
= F { j { t o ) + 7 (to)/i) + 0(h) ( since F is Lipschitz ) 
Therefore, 
(F�侧=i，o h 
1. F ( 7 ( t o ) + 7 静 ） — 聊 0)) = l i m ； 
h^O h 
二 作 。 ) 力 0)). 
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Hence IV(t�)F(7(力o)) exists and this completes our proof. • 
Lemma 3.4 Let K he a compact subset of X and P,Q e X, then 
d{P,Q)<C\\P-Q\\ 
where C is a constant depends on K only. 
Proof ； Suppose not. Then 3Pn,Qn ^ K such that 
Sr^= � n , neK 
Since K is compact, may assume -> P,Qn -> Q as n cx) where P,Q e K. If 
P is bounded which is impossible. If P = Q, S',, 1 as n ^ oo because 
d{Pn, Qn) and \\Pn-Qn\\ are comparable when P几,Q n are close. This leads to a 
contradiction. • 
Let RX,Q be the function defined in Proposition 3.1. Note that R : [0, I J x K ^ R ^ 
is Lipschitz with respect to the distance on X. By Lemma 3.4, R is also Lipschitz 
with respect to the Euclidean distance and thus by [[4], Theorem 5.1], R can be 
extended as a Lipschitz map from to R斤.We are now readily to prove, 
Theorem 3.1 Let u G be an energy minimizing map and assume its 
image is in a compact set of X. Then 
Ad\u{x),P)-2\Vu\'^ > 0, 
in the distributional sense. 
Proof : Let (p he & non-negative smooth function with compact support in ^ 
and let u 丁 ⑷ = ^ ^ Assume r > 0 and r is small enough so 
that 1 - r(p{x) e [0,1], Vx G Since u G and Ri-r{x),Q is Lipschitz, 
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Ur{x) 二 i^ i-，Or)，Q ou E We want to calculate Let / x O be 
a neighborhood of xq G 0 where / = (xq - £ , x � + > 0 and O is an open 
subset ofir—1. Ifrr 二 , x^) G IT, denote ：^  二 (工2,... G O. The map 
t ^ u{t, x) is in X) for almost every x eO. For such x, let 7 : / 
defined by 
7 ⑷ 二 0• —T(p(t，无），u(t,iy). 
So we have 
Ur(t,x) 二 
Since a H^ map of an interval is equal a.e. to an absolutely continuous map, by 
redefining it on a set of measure zero, we may assume the map 7 is absolutely 
continuous for almost all x e O. By Lemma 3.3, 
(3.2) 瓷 = D 作)嚇)) 
for almost all t ^ I. 
(3.3) 彻 二 (-者(⑶，S^M)) 
— ^ ( t x)— —加 力，） T d x i � , )dx. 
Combining (3.2),(3.3), 
Similarly, we have 
( 3 . 4 ) 尝 ⑷ = 衆 ⑷ 推 ( • ) ) - 音 刚 ) ， 
for z = 1, • • • , n. The function P ^ Q) is Lipschitz on a compact subset of 
X and hence it has a global Lipschitz extension to by [4], Theorem 5.1 ), 
Lemma 3.3 implies 
(3.5) —d\u{x)) = D^d\u{x),Q). 
OXi 
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We claim that 
(3.6) XDVRx,Q{P)--^RX,Q{P) = \Dyd\Rx,Q{P), Q). 
assuming both of the directional derivatives exist. Suppose the claim is true. 
Using (3.4) and (3.6), 
二丨！)舞⑷•Ri—，⑷々(以(工))r 
‘ —dcp 1 
瓦 ^ 1 - rip{x) 
OXi OA 
Summing i from 1 to n, integrating both sides and using (3.1), we get 
E{Ur) < j (1 - 一 — T 义•於丑 l -，O r ) ’ Q一 ) ) , Q ) . 1 二 咖 严 + 一)• 
Since u is energy minimizing, E{u) < E{ur) for all small r which implies 
0<-2T J IP\\/U\^DI2-T J \/(P.V(F{UR{X),Q) 1 — ⑷• + O(R^). 
Divide both sides by r and letting r -> 0, we finally get 
[[{A(^)(f{u{x),Q) - > 0, 
Jn 
and this is our desired result. It remains to prove our claim. Let 7 be the unit 
speed geodesic from Q to P, then we have 
XDyRx,Q{P).^Rx,Q{P) = d{Rx,Q{P).Q)DyRx^Q{P).i{Rx,Q{P)) 
On the other hand, Chain rule gives us 
Combining these, we get equation (3.6) and the proof is thus completed� • 
\ 
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Corollary 3.2 Let u as in Theorem 3.1, be a small geodesic ball centered 
at XQ ^ ft with radius a, then 
2 [ \Wu\'dii< [ ^{d'{u{x),Q))dJ： 
JBaixo) JdBaixo)咖 
for almost every a where dji and dJ^ are the volume element of B^{xo) and 
dB(^{xo) respectively. 
Proof : Theorem 3.1 gives us 
(3.7) — Q ) ) > ^ 
where Lp is any non-negative smooth function with compact support in Q.. Con-
sider the geodesic polar coordinate centered at Xq. Let ipe{x) = (~Ps{r) be a family 
of functions to approximate the characteristic function XB,{XO) such that 
, � Xb.(xo) if a; G 
= 
0 if X outside B r^+e (补） 
V f 
0 if X G 
二 —iVr if 
0 if X outsides 
V 
where £ > 0 and r 二 \x - XQ\. Then 
Jn 8 JB^+eixo) 
- [ Vr.V(f{u{x),Q)dij) 
J Bcrixo) 
Using (3.7) and letting s 0, we get the desired result. • 
Chapter 4 
Basic properties of harmonic 
maps into N P C spaces 
4.1 Monotonicity formula 
In this section we will derive a monotonicity formula which will be used fre-
quently in this work. In particular, we will use the formula to prove that energy 
minimizing maps ( with image lying in compact set ) are locally Lipschitz. 
Let IX : ^^  X be in X). Define 
E{a) = [ 1(a) 二 [ (f{u{x),Q)dJ：. 
J Baixo) JdBaixo) 
Suppose u is energy minimizing, then d?{u[x),Q) is subharmonic by 31. Hence 
if /(cr) 0 for some a > 0, then u is equal almost everywhere to Q in a neighbor-
hood of XQ. Hence if u is nonconstant in a neigborhood of XQ, we have I{a) > 0 
for cr > 0. 
Lemma 4.1 (Monotonicity formula) Let xq G ft. Then 3ao > 0 such that for 
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where c is a constant depends on (Q,g) only. Let u G be an non-
constant energy minimizing map with image lying in a compact subset of X. 
Proof : We consider a small geodesic ball B^ixo) of Xq G Q . We use the normal 
coordinate centred at Xq such that =召cr(狗)where C ：7；。0-
Let (j) e and r be a small number so that Fr{x) = (1 + is a 
diffeomorphism and Fr{x) = x, \/x e Vt\ B^{xo)- Consider the family of maps 
Ut 二 U O Ft e X). The function r E{ur) has a minimum at r = 0. Let 
y = Fr (x), chain rule gives us 
V 权T [ X ) - l ^ g 彻I 加:j�Qym •如n) 
The volume element is given by 
加I 
y/gdx = det{-^)y/gdy. 
We have, 
[ 身 二 / ! ： / — ) ( 仏 ” £ ⑷ 議 
^B.(o) JBAO) ^ ^Y ^Y 
Qyrn QyTi 加I 
where r) = q'^ - ^ ^ d e t ( ^ ) Jg, which is a smooth function of y and 
\ , ox" ox^ ^oy'^ 
T. Therefore r E{ur) is a smooth function of r and we can differentiate under 
the integral sign. Since u is energy minimizing, E'{0) = 0. We are now going to 
calculate 五'(0), 
% = (1 + 養 ) … 尝 工 於 
(4.1) 去(g)lr—。二 偷 養 k 
/ 、 dyi J. 
(4.2) ^ r = o = dij, 
Since 
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(4.3) -^ | r=o 二 -工、、工 
which implies 
d dyP , \ dcp , 
Hence 
(4.4) 百 命 “ 二 —(几树^ +石 I工 ) • 
Chain rule gives us 
d ^ d^g dx^ 
(4.5) = 
= - 酵 替 -
Combining the equations (4.1)-(4.5) and using E'(0) 二 0， 
r 9 � dd nsr^ ij^ dtj) du du 飞 1 � D 
I (0、一|2(2 - n ) 0 — E g + 2 Z Z 际 应 " " + 丑二 0， 
where 
R 二 B (0) ( — 志工 V 应 W — i V W E l 
Note that \R\ < Ca^E(a) where C is a constant independent of a. Taking {0�} 
to approximate the characteristic function XB“O) as in Corollary 3.2, we have 
(4.6) (2 - n + 0(a2)) f 丨^〜？^厂 + a / 丨Vz/iacQ： 
^B.(O) JdBAO) 
— 2 a [ = 
JdB^io) dr 
Note that if f is a nonnegative function, we have 
(4.7) ^ [ fdJ:= [ ^dH + (n — l ) a - i f fdE 
Jbao) JdBaiO) Ot JdB^iO) 
+ 0 (a ) [ fdE. 
JdBaiO) 
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Consider the logarithmic derivatives and using (4.7), we have 
^ = l)a—1 + (/�)—1 [各释⑷,Q))dE + O⑷， 
I{cr) JB.(O) cfr 
and from (4.6) we get 
^ = 2)a-i + 2(£;(a))-i f i g ^ ^ E + 0(a). 
E[a) JBaio) or 
Hence 
E{a) I[a) a / JdB“o) dr 
- 2 / ( a ) f • 附 
JdB^iO)饥 
Combining this with Corollary 3.2 gives us 
兵 l o g d ) < 2{E{a)I{a)r[ [ 
da \(7 五(a), JdBa{o) ^^ 
— f d\u{x),Q)dl：- f l^pdE] +0(a). 
JdB“Q) JdB^iO)咖 
Since ^d(u(x),Q)\ 二 < Schwarz inequality implies 
dr or or 
去[M徽部。， 
where C is a constant depending on the metric g. Hence 
D^^ - ' 
which is our desired result. • 
4.2 Approximately differentiable maps 
Definition 4.1 Let u G and XQ G Vt. If there is a linear map l{x)= 
A{x — XQ) -{- B such that 
lim[c7-2—几[ \ u - + o•—几[ |Vn — = 0 
JB^{XO) JB^IXO) 
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where A is an N xn matrix and B eR^ then we say that u is APPROXIMATELY 
D I F F E R E N T I A B L E AT XQ. In this case, A is called the A P P R O X I M A T E DERIVATIVE 
OF U AT XO and l{x) is called the LINEAR APPROXIMATION OF U AT XQ. 
It is known that if n is a H^ map, then u is approximately differentiable a.e. 
in Q. (see [13]) 
Lemma 4.2 Let u G with image lying in a compact subset of X. 
Assume u is approximately differentiable at xq e Cl with linear approximation 
l{x) =A{x-xo)^B. IfA^O and BeX, then 
lim [( [ d\u{x),B)d^y'a f j V t f 圳 = 1 . 
JDBAIXO) JB^{XO) 
Proof : We only prove the case that the metric is Euclidean. Triangle inequality 
gives 
i( [ — ( [ < ( f JBaixo) J Ba{xo) JBa{xo) 
n < £ ( J 2 
=0(cr号)， 
where the second inequality holds since u is approximately differentiable at XQ. 
We claim that (z) J^ (工�)|V/p(i/i is a nonzero constant times a几.Suppose this 
claim is true, we have 
(4.8) lim ( I / \Vu\^dfi = 1. 
We also claim that: 
U) f [ 
JdBaixo) JdBaixo) 
where a means the ratio of the above two quantities tends to 1 as a tends to 0 
and 
tii) lim ( [ \l- [ {Vll^dfi = 1. 
JdB,{xo) JBaixo) 
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Proof of (ii): Since the image of u lies in a compact subset of X, the function 
(P{u{x),Q) is bounded and thus 
[ (f{u{x), B)dE < C . Vol{x e dB,{xo) ： |以⑷ - B \ > r � } . 
J {x:\B-uix)\>ro}ndBa{xo) 
If — is small enough, we have 
广0 
Vol{x G dB^{xo) ： \u{x)-B\> r � } < cr�-2 / \u -
JdBaixo) 
Using Sobolev trace inequality ([13]), we have 
f \u- <ca |Vn - Vl\^dfi + ca—丄 / \u -
JdBa{xo) JBa{xo) J Ba{xo) 
Therefore, 
(4.9) lima—1-几 / = 
JdBaixo) 
(4.10) lim cT-i-几[ d^{u{x),B)dE = 0. 
J {xedBaixo):\u{x)-B\>ro} 
On the other hand, for any s > 0, there is ro > 0 such that 
(4-11) 1 
for any P e X with 0 < — g ro. Since X is locally finite, there exists 
a neighborhood V C R^ of 5 so that it intersects with X only finite many 
simplicies of X. Therefore there is a curve from B to P which is arbitrarily close 
to a straight line when P is close to B. From (4.11), we have (1 - £)\P - B\ < 
d{P, B) < {1 + — for e X and \P - B\ < ro. Therefore we can write 
(4.12) 
J {xedBa{xo):\u{x)-B\<ro} J {xedB^{xo):\u{x)-B\<ro} 
where 乂 means the ratio of the above two quantities tends to 1 as ro tends to 
zero. From triangle inequality and (4.9), we have 
|( [ -{ [ \l-B\'dY:y\ < ( [ 
JdB^ixo) J dBa{xo) JdBaixo) 
< o{a 2 )• 
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Since A ^ 0, we will see that /卵� (卯）— is a positive constant times cr几+i 
and hence 
J dBa{xo) JdBa{XQ) 
and each term is of the order a^+i. Using (4.10) and (4.12), we see that 
JdBa{xo) JdB“xo) 
thus 
(4.13) [ f 
JdBa{xo) JdBa(xo) 
this proves (ii). 
Proof of {in): Without loss of generality, we may assume XQ = 0 and B 二 Q. 
Let 
( • \ 
l{x) = \ hence |V/p = 
\ A^j ^NjXj 
Then 
(4.14) / = 
where ⑴几 denotes the volume of the unit ball in W . Thus f ^ 口 � is a 
nonzero constant times a几 and this proves (i). On the other hand, 
^xp = ^ a^^Xj + ^ CA^ • XA • x^ 
Therefore, 
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Combining this with (4.14), we have 
JdBaiO) Jb“0) 
and this proves (in). Combining (4.8), (i) and (n), we have 
lim [( [ d^{u{x),B)dE)~'a [ 二 1. 
and the proof is thus completed. • 
4.3 Local properties of harmonic maps 
Definition 4.2 Let u : Vt ^ X he an energy minimizing map with image lying 
in K, a compact subset of X，ocq � , a > 0 and Q 6 X. The O R D E R FUNCTION 
is defined by 
。 A fo M Vn 
N 7/ N 、 ，2 JBa{xo) 尸 
岭 。 ， 會 e / 股 咖 ) 咖 , Q ) 必 ， 
where c is the constant given by Lemma 入.1. 
Proposition 4.2 Let u \ Vt X he an energy minimizing map with image lying 
inK, a compact subset of X, XQ e Cl anda > 0. Letf{Q) 二 /股“工。）沪(以(工)， 
Then f ： X -^R is a convex function on X with compact sublevel sets and it has 
a unique minimum point Q工o,cr e X. Thus the function Q i-^  Ord{xo, cr, Q) has a 
unique maximum point at Qxo,a-
Proof : Since Q ^ d{u{x), Q) is a convex function, the function Q ^ (P{u{x), Q) 
is also convex. We consider the set 
S = {Q:f{Q)<C} 
where C > 0. It is easy to see that S is bounded. Suppose S is not bounded, 
we can choose s 6 S such that d{K, s) > y^i^QBaixo)) where u{Q) C K, then 
\ 
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f{s) > C which is impossible and thus S is bounded. Let {Qn} C S he such that 
lim f{Qn) 二 inf f{Q) = m(say). Since {Qn} C R^ is bounded, by passing to a 
N—)-OO QEX 
subsequence if necessary, we may assume lim Qn = Qo G 脱斤-Since X is closed 
n^oo 
in R^, we have Qo ^ Let x G 跟(孙 ) • Triangle inequality gives us 
� ’ - cP{u{x),Qo)\ < CdiQo^Qn) 
where C depends on K only. Since Qn tends to Qo as n tends to infinity, the 
above inequality tell us that, given £ > 0, we have 
if n is large enough and hence we have /(Qo) < rn+s, thus /(Qo) = rn. It remains 
to show Qo is unique. Suppose there are points Qo.Qi ^ X such that /(Qo) 二 
/ (Qi) = m. Let Q1/2 G X be the mid point of Qo and Qi. i.e fi(Qo,Qi/2)= 
(i((3i/2,Qi). Since X is nonpositively curved, we have 
" 2 附 Qi/2) < \d\u[x), Qo) + \d\u{x),Q,)—全亀，Qi). 
Integrating both sides over dB乂XQ), we immediately have 
thus Qo 二 Qi and the proof is completed. • 
Lemma 4.3 The function a Ord{xo,a, Qxo,a) is monotone nondecreasing in 
a. 
Proof : Let a2 > cfi > 0 and x e Using Lemma 4.1 and putting Q 二 Qx, ai, 
we have 
Ord{x,a2,Qx, a,) > Ord(x, di, i^)-
\ 
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Therefore 
Ord{x, (72, Qx, t72) > Ord(x, a2, Qx, aj 
> Ord(x,ai,Qcc, aj-
Hence the function Ord(x, a, Qx, a) is monotone increasing in a. • 
Since for a fixed a � 0 , the function x i-^ Ord(x, a, Q^：, a) is continuous, 
it follows from Lemma 4.3 that the function x i-^ lim Ord{x, a, Qx, a) is upper 
cr^ O 
semicontinuous as it is the decreasing limit of a family of continuous functions. 
Therefore we have the following definition: 
Ord(x) = lim Ord(x, a, Qx, a)-
cr—)-0 
Remark 4.1: By Lemma 4.2, if u is approximately differentiable at x then 
Ord{x) > 1. 
Theorem 4.1 Let u G Hi(fl,X) be an energy minimizing map with image lying 
in a compact subset of X. Then u is equal a.e. to a locally Lipschitz map� 
Proof : Since u G X), it is approximately differentiable at almost every 
point of Q. Let Xq be a point in the closure of the set of points at which u has 
nonzero approximate derivative. Then, by Remark 4.1, xq is a limit of points Xj 
at which Ord{xj) > 1. Since the function x Ord{x) is upper semicontinuous, 
Ord{xo) > 1. Let a = Ord[ocQ) and choose CTQ small so that C H Fix 
cTi G (0, (Jo), Lemma 4.1 gives us 
cr [ \Vu\^dfi > [ (f{u{x),Qi)d^ 
J Ba{xo) JdB^ixo) 
for all [ai,ao) where Qi 二 Qxo,ai- Together with Corollary 3.2, we have 
a e - � " / � < [ 
」JdBaixo)仇 
< l { a l \ a ) - { n - l ) l { a ) ) + 0{a')l{a). 
\ 
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where 1(a) = JQB^^XO) Hence 
I{a) cr 
Integrating both sides from ai to (JQ we get 
cTi—…—i)/(ai) < 
where C is a constant independent of a. Note that /(CTQ) is bounded independent 
of Qi since the image of u lying in K, a compact subset of X. Moreover by 
Theorem 3.1, the function (P{u{x),Qi) is subharmonic. Mean value inequality 
gives us 
sup S{u{x),Qi) < 
where (7 is a constant only depending on the metric g and the compact set K . 
In particular, we have 
d{u{x),u{xo)) < d{u{x),Qi) + d{u{xo),Qi) < 2Ca^ 
for all X e B ^ { x o ) . Now, if x G take ai = \x - Xo\ and therefore we 2 2 
have d{u{x),u{xo)) < C\x — ：^。产 for all x e B^(xo) where C is a new constant 
depending on g and K only. Since a > 1, we have < C whenever u 
is approximately differentiable at Xq and the approximate derivative is nonzero. 
Since u has bounded first derivatives for almost every point in u is equal a.e. 
to a locally Lipschitz function. • 
Since u is locally Lipschitz if it is energy minimizing. We know that Vu exists 
almost everywhere. We can improve Theorem 4.1 in the following way. 
Theorem 4.2 Let u G H^{Bi{0),X) be an energy minimizing map with image 
lying in a compact subset of X for some metric g on JBI(0) = {X G ： \x\ < 1}. 
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Then there is a constant c which depends only on g such that 
sup < c / 
Bi{0). JBi{0) 
2 
Proof : By Theorem 4.1, u is locally Lipschitz. By translation of coordinates in 
R^, we may assume 二 0. Since (iX is also a nonpostive curved space for 
any � 0 , replacing u by fiu if necessary, we may assume 
/ = 1. 
Jbi{0) 
By changing the centre of the ball, we only need to prove < c where 
we may assume u is approximately differentiable at x = 0. If Vu(0)=0, we 
are done. Thus we assume \Vu\ * 0 and hence 0rd{0) > 1. This gives us 
0rd(0, a, Qo, a) > 1 for all a G (0,1). Then we have, 
[ cf{u{x), Qo i )枢 < c / I • 以 < c, 
JdBiiO) ，2 Jbi{0) 1 2 
where c is a constant just depending on the metric g. Since the function (P[u[x), Q。，！) 
is subharmonic, mean value inequality gives us 
sup < c, 
〜。） 
for a new constant which is also depending on g only. In particular, the distance 
from Qo, a to n(0) = 0 is bounded for a G (0, Using the same argument in 
the proof of Theorem 4.1 and taking ao = for x G 5 i (0 ) we have 
d^(u(x),0) < sup [ Qo, < 
ae{0,\)JdBi{0) 
where C is a constant depending only on g. Therefore, |Vii|(0) < C and this 
completes our proof. • 
Chapter 5 
Existence and uniqueness of 
harmonic maps in a homotopy 
class 
5.1 Convexity properties of the energy functional 
In many cases, we need to study harmonic maps from 0 to X where X is not sim-
ply connected. In this case, we are going to study harmonic maps in a homotopy 
class. 
Definition 5.1 A non-simply connected complex X is said to be N O N P O S I T I V E 
CURVED if its universal covering space X is a NPC space. 
We have the following remark: Let uq,ui\ M X be two Lipschitz maps which 
are homotopic. We can construct a unique geodesic homotopy Ut ： M X in 
the following way. Let F : M x [0，1] -> X be a homotopy of uq.ui such that 
F(x,0) = uo{x),F{x,l) = u i { x ) . Then for fixed x G M, Ut{x), 0 < t < 1 is 
defined to be the unique constant speed geodesic with end points Uo{x),Ui{x) 
and is homotopic to F{x, t), 0 < t < 1. 
33 
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Theorem 5.1 Let uq.Ui : M X be two Lipschitz maps which are homotopic 
and ixt : [0,1] X M ^ X be the unique geodesic homotopy. Then each map Ut ： 
M ^ X is locally Lipschitz. Moreover, the function t ^ Eft{ut) is a continuous 
convex function and satisfies 
r 
dV Jn 
in the weak sense. 
Proof : For simplicity, we assume that M is compact with boundary and Q 二 M. 
Consider Ut ： M X and x,y e M. By Lemma 3.2, we have 
(5.1) d{ut{x),ut{y)) < (1 - ixo(y)) + td{ui{x),ui[y)), 
hence each map Ut ： M X, t G [0,1] is locally Lipschitz as UQ.UI : M X 
are Lipschitz maps. We consider the one-dimensional case first. Suppose we have 
two Lipschitz curves 70,71 ： — X and a geodesic homotopy t G [0,1 . 
We assume 70,71 are difFerentiable at 5 = 0 and j t is differentiable for almost 
every s G [0,1]. Since we only need to calculate —[5=0, we may replace 70,71 
by constant speed geodesies with the same tangent vectors. Notice that at any t 
for which the original j t is differentiable, the new curve is differentiable and has 
the same derivative. Let l{s) = L{jt{s)) 二 c/(7o�，7i(s)). From equation (5.1), 
l{s) is a Lipschitz function of s. We further assume that 5 l{s) is differentiable 
at s = 0 and reparametrize the homotopy by 7r(s) = JT/I{S){S), T G [0, l{s) 
so that 7^(s) is a unit speed geodesic. Note that for any h the function r 
is convex. If - ^ ( 0 ) exists we have 
I i m / r 2 d 2 (遍綱= 5 ^ ( 0 ) ' . 
h^o as 
Since this derivative exists at r = 0 and r — /(O), there is a sequence hi tending 
to zero such that the functions r converge uniformly on 
\ 
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2 1 
0, l{0)] to a convex function which agrees with the function r f-^ — ( 0 ) almost 
everywhere. We may assume this function is convex by redefining it on a set of 
measure zero. Chain rule gives us 
ds ds dt as 
Thus 
For any r i , r 2 G {OJ{s)) w i th n < 丁2, d(%(s),%(s)) = T2 - n. Di f ferent ia te 
both sides with respect to s, we have 
djr d^ d^ 
ds • dr T - d s • dr 丁―丁� 
Hence for almost every t e [0,1], we have 
$ ( � ) = 糊 + (« + _ - i f ( � ) ) 替 ( 0 ) ’ 
where V{t) = — a ^ ( 0 ) and a is a constant such that = 0. 
Since � | 2 = |丞（0)|2 + 以之/⑴尸，therefore � | 2 is a convex function of t and 
ds 
(5.2) | 祭 ( 。 ) | 2 二 剛 | 2 + ( _ ) + ^ ( 。 ) ) 2 ， 
hence 
(5.3) 盖 ( 丨 5 _ 2 ) 2 2(盖 d ( 7 � � , 7 1 � 二 。 , 
in the weak sense. We are now ready to prove this theorem in higher dimensions. 
By equation (5.1)，the map (x, t) Ut{x) is Lipschitz and hence for almost every 
line parallel to the t-axis it is differentiable at almost every point of the line. For 
those points, we can apply equation (5.3) and conclude that 
昏丨•以 t | 2 ) ” i w K , u i ) r . 
\ 
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Let Lp{t) be a nonnegative smooth function with compact support in (0,1), we 
have 
(5.4) [ � d力 2 2 / |\7一0(工),^^1(工))|2妳)成 
Jo Jo . 
for almost every x G M. Integrating both sides of (5.4) over M and interchanging 
the order of integration gives us 
[E{ut)(p"{t)dt > 2( / \Vd{uo,ui)\^dfj) [ ip{t)dt. 
Jo Jm Jo 
Finally, integrating both sides of equation (5.2) over M, we know that the map 
11-> En(^ut) is a continuous convex function and the proof is completed. • 
Corollary 5.2 Assume UQ.UI : X are Lipschitz maps, UQ = Ui on dVt. and 
they are homotopic through maps which are fixed on dfl. Denote 
Eq = M{E{v)\ V X Lipschitz, homotopic to u�with fixed boundary value}. 
Suppose E{uo),E{ui) < Eo-i-s where £ >0. Then 
/ (f{Uo, Ui)dljL <C'6, 
Jn 
where C is a constant depending only on Q. 
Proof : Let Ut, t G [0,1] be a geodesic homotopy between Uq and Ui. Let 
a = \Vd{uo,Ui)\'^diJ, and E{t) = En(Ut). Theorem 5�1 implies E{t) lies below 
J M 
a quadratic polynomial, 
(5.5) 丑⑴ at" + {E{1) — £；(0) - a) t + 五(0). 
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Since £；(。)，丑(1) < Eq + s and Eq < E{t), Vt G [0,1], putting t =金 into equation 
(5.5), we have 
thus 
a < 4e. 
Combining this with the Poincare inequality we have 
/ d'^{uo,ui)dfi <0-6, 
Jn 
where C is a constant depending on Q only and this completes our proof. • 
5.2 Existence and Uniqueness Theorem 
Corollary 5.3 Assume X is simply connected and if \ dVt X is Lipschitz. 
Then there exists a unique energy minimizing map u : Q X with u 二 if on dO. 
Proof : The existence of energy minimizing map is proved in Theorem 2.1. We 
only need to show uniqueness. Suppose uq.Ui are two energy minimizing maps 
such that Wo 二以1 = W on DVL By Theorem 4.1, UQ,UI are locally Lipschitz. 
Theorem 5.1 gives us 
/ \Vd{uo,Ui)\'^ dfi = 0, 
J M 
hence d{uo, ui) is a constant almost everywhere. Since Uq = ui on dQ. and the 
distance function c? is a Lipschitz function, therefore uq = ui in Q. • 
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Theorem 5.4 Let M be a compact Riemannian manifold without boundary and 
X he a compact nonpositively curved complex. Assume if : M X is Lipschitz. 
There exists a Lipschitz map u : M X which is freely homotopic (f and 
E{u) = inf{^(”)| V : M X,v is Lipschitz and homotopic to (p}. 
Moreover, on simply connected regions Q C M, the lift of u to the universal cover 
X is an energy minimizing map. 
Proof : We assume X is properly isometrically embedded in and denote 
Eo = inf{^('L')| V is Lipschitz and homotopic to (p}. 
Let {ui} be a sequence of Lipschitz maps homotopic to ip such that E{ui) Eq 
as z cx). By passing through a subsequence if necessary, we may assume {ui} 
converges weakly in to an H^ map u. From the proof of Theorem 2.1, 
E{u) < lim E{ui). We claim that u is (equal a.e. to) a Lipschitz map homotopic 
— i^oo 
to if. Let Xo e M and B be a small ball contaning xq. We lift each map Ui to 
the universal cover X in B and denote the lift by Ui : B ^ X. Let Vi : B X 
be a energy minimizing map such that Vi = Ui on dB. We define a replaced map 
f 
. ( � 7T{V^{X)) xeB 
Ui[X)-
u八:r) X e M\B. 
\ 
where tt : X ^ X is the projection map. Since E{ui) < E{ui), the sequence {ui} 
is also a minimizing sequence. Therefore, given any e > 0, we have Eq < E{ui) < 
E{ui) < Eo + e when i is large enough. Corollary 5.2 gives us 
(5.6) I d2{{k，uO S C . e . 
J B 
On the other hand, Theorem 4.2 tells us the sequence Ui is uniformly Lipschitz on 
any compact subsets interior to B. Hence there is a subsequence of {UI} converges 
uniformly in a neighborhood of Xq to a Lipschitz map u. Since £ in equation (5.6) 
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is arbitrary, u = u almost everywhere and thus u is in fact a Lipschitz map. The 
sequence {ui} is then a minimizing sequence converges uniformly near xq to u. 
We now consider the geodesic homotopy v] where VQ 二 Ui- This homotopy 
converges to a geodesic homotopy Vt with 卯 二 外 二 li in a neighborhood of 
XQ. Considering the overlapping ball, since replaced maps are uniformly close on 
the intersection, the corresponding geodesic homotopies agree. Hence we have a 
global geodesic homotopy from (f to u. Finally, if Q C M is simply connected, 
Corollary 5.3 shows that the energy minimizing map must agree with the lift of 





6.1 Regular homogeneous map 
In order to understand more harmonic maps, it is natural to study the，tangent 
maps'. They are maps into cones. Hence in this chapter, we assume that the 
target complex X is a geometric cone in R^ . That is, if Q G X and A > 0, then 
AQ g X . 
Remark 6.1: Since X is a geometric cone, for any P,Q e X and A > 0, 
we have 
d(AP, XQ) = Xd{P,Q). 
Definition 6.1 We say that an energy minimizing map u : Bi{0) X is 
INTRINSICALLY HOMOGENEOUS if there is a > I such that d{u{x),u{0))= 
xl'^d (n(|^)，i/(0)) for all x G ^i(O) and for each x G dBi{0), the path t h-> 
u{tx) is a geodesic in X. 
40 
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Lemma 6.1 , If u : Bi{0) ^ X is a minimizing map from the unit ball in W 
with Euclidean metric such that for each a G (0,1) we have 0rd{0, a, Qo,^) = Q^  
for some fixed a>l, then u is intrinsically homogeneous of degree a. 
Proof : Fixing d� smal l , by the maxmizing property of Qo^ a we have 
Ord(0 , a, Qo,ao) < Ord{0, a , Qo,a) = a 
for cr e [CTQ, 1). Since 0rd(0, a, Qo,ao) IS increasing in a we have 
Oi = 0rd(0, ctq, Oo,cro) < Ord{0, a, Qo,ao)-
Combining these two inequalities, we have 
(6.1) 0rd(0, a, Qo,ao) = a for a e [ctq, 1). 
Since u is Lipschitz, we have lim Qo^a =以 (� ) • Letting CTQ 0 in equation (6.1), 
(J—>-0 
we get 0rd{0, a, u{0)) = a for all cr G (0，1). Hence 二 = a for all a G (0，1) 
where E(a) = /丑“。）\Vu\dfj. and 1(a) 二 f 犯 � � £(u(x),u{0))d^. From the proof 
of Lemma 4.1 we have 
< 2(E(a)Iia))-'[ [ {d{u{x),Q)^d{u{x)^Q)dEY 
da V 丑(cr 厂 JdBa(o) OT 
- [ d \ u { x ) , Q ) d ^ - f I票r^E], 
JdBa{0) JdBa(0) ^^ 
which does not contain the term 0{a) because the domain metric is Euclidean. 
Putting Q 二 so that the left hand side equal to zero, we have 
JDB^IO) JDB^IO) CR JDB^IO) OT 
Using the fact that \§;:d{u,u{0))\ < the Schwarz inequality implies that the 
above inequality is in fact an equality, that is 
JdB.{0) JdB.iO) dr JDB^iO) OT 
\ 
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Therefore, 
• d ,, …� du 
(6.2) - d { u M O ) ) = ^ 
a.e. and we know that for any cr G (0，1), we have —d{u,u{0)) = h{a)d{u,u{0)). 
Integrating equation (6.2) along the ray 7 : (a, 1) IT given by j{r) = rf for 
some ^ G 肪 i (0) , we have 
L(n(7)) 二 • ( “ _ ) ) - • < 
where L{u{j)) denotes the length of the curve n(7). Hence, is a geodesic 
path in X. In order to complete the proof, it remains to show that 
d{u{x),u{0)) = Ixl^'d (n(:r/|x|),ii(0)). 
Since — ( 化 ( 「 ) ) 二 0, we know that the inequality in Corollary 3.2 is an equality, 
dcj�1(a)) 
that is 
2 [ 二 [ ^d\u{x),u{(}))dE. 
JB^{<d) JdB“0) dr 
Hence 
E{a) = [ d{u, u{0))^d{u, u{0))dE 二 /i(a)/(a). 
JdB^io) dr 
On the other hand, we know that E{a) = aa~^I{a) and this gives us 
(6.3) /iO) = a a - i . 
Thus 
(6.4) —d{u{x),u{0)) 二 aa-'d{u{x),u{0)). or 
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Integrating equation (6.4) along a ray from x to x l \x l we get the desired result 
and this completes our proof. 口 
Definition 6.2 Let u ^ X be an energy minimizing map. u is said to be 
HOMOGENEOUS OF D E G R E E a where a > 0 if 
Remark 6.2: From Theorem 4.2, we know that u is locally Lipschitz on R斤. 
Therefore, if u is not identically zero, then a>l. 
Definition 6.3 Let J : W ^ X be an embedding. If d{J{x),J{y)) = \x -
\fx,y e R爪，then J is called an ISOMETRIC EMBEDDING. Moreover, J is said 
to be TOTALLY GEODESIC if J maps every line in W to a geodesic of X. 
Remark 6.3: Let = (vi,. •. , Wm):股“"股爪-^ is a homogeneous harmonic 
map if each component function Vi is a homogeneous harmonic polynomial of a 
given degree a. 
Definition 6.4 Let u : W ^ X be a homogeneous map. We say that u is a 
REGULAR HOMOGENEOUS MAP if u = J o v where J : W X is isometric, 
totally geodesic embedding and v is a homogeneous harmonic map. 
Theorem 6.1 A degree one homogeneous energy minimizing map u -.W X 
is regular. 
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Proof : Assume u \ W X is homogeneous of degree 1. Then Vu is homoge-
neous of degree zero. By changing variable, we have 
o /b (0) I • � 
— � /Bi(0) 
= / 卵 1(。)巧 u ( � ? / ) , < o ) ) - - i 忍" 
— Li(0) I•〜2⑷如 
二 L i (o )巧咖)，+))忍" 
二 0rd{0,l,u{0)). 
Hence 0rd(0, a, u(0)) is independent of a. Since u is homogeneous of degree one, 
it is intrinsically homogeneous of degree one( see definition 6.1 ). By Lemma 6.1, 
we have 0rd{0, a, u{0)) = 1 for all cr G (0,1). Since l^ im =以(•)，we have 
1 < Ord{0,ao,Qo,ao) < cr, Qo，J 
for a 2 ao. Letting ao — 0，we have 0rd{0) 二 1. Since u is homogeneous of 
degree one, 0rd{0, a, Q。,"）is a constant independent of a and hence the con-
stant is one. Therefore for all a, we have QO,(T 二 ^ (0). Notice that Ord{x) is 
homogeneous of degree zero since for any A > 0, we have 
Ord{x, (7, Qx^a) 二 ACT, XQx,a) 
< Ord{Xx,Xa, QXXM)^ 
which means that Ord{x) < Ord{Xx) and thus Ord{x) Ord{Xx) for any A > 0. 
Moreover, the map x ^ Ord{x) is uppersemicontinuous and Ord{x) > 1 for any 
X G Combining we have 
0rd{0) > Ord{x) > 1. 
Hence Ord{x) 二 1 for any G R几。Since u is homogeneous of degree one, we also 
have 
Ord{x, cr, u{x)) = Ord{a~^x, 1, 
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which implies lim Ord{x, a, u(x)) = 1 and it follows that Ord(x, a, u(x)) = 1 for 
(7—>-00 
all cr > 0 and all x eW. Lemma 6.1 tells us that u is intrinsically homogeneous 
. o f degree one about every point. Hence the resctriction of li to a line in W is a 
constant speed geodesic in X. Since 
2 f \Vu\'dfi = [ ^{d\u{x),u{xo)))dJ： 
JBaixo) JdBaixo) OT 
for arbitrary cr, we know that 
in weak sense. Therefore, is homogeneous of degree zero about XQ, for all 
xo G W. Thus is a constant which implies the function x (P{u{x), u{0)) 
has constant Laplacian and quadratic growth. This function is therefore a quadratic 
polynomial. Moreover, the function is everywhere positive and vanishes quadrat-
ically at 二 0，we have 
n 
i，j=l 
for an n X n symmetric matrix G =(队j). Notice that G is positive semi-definite. 
We can find an orthonormal basis {ei, •. •, e � } in W such that e^^Gej = XAj with 
A > 0. By reordering, if necessary, we may assume that A^  > 0 for 1 < z < m 
and A^  = 0 for m + 1 < i < n. By changing coordinates, we may assume that 
. . . , are coordinates associated to the basis e i , . . . , e^ so that 
m 
Let I； : R爪 be the linear map given by 
” ( : r i ， . . . , i ; ” = ( A ; / V , . . . , A ; f a : 1 
and J X he given by 
J{y' . . . , , ) = + � " V , … ， A : " V ， 0 , . . . , 0). 
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Then we have u 二 J o v. Notice that J is an embedding since if J{x) = J{y) 
then the image of the segment joining x,y is SL closed geodesic. By uniqueness, x 
is coincide with y. Also 
m 
Therefore J is an isometric totally geodesic embedding. The proof is thus com-
pleted. • 
6.2 Homogeneous approximating map 
In this section, we want to approximate an energy minizing map u : Q — X near 
a point xo G by a homogeneous map u木.We may assume u is nonconstant 
so that I{a) > 0 for any a > 0. We choose coordinates so that rco = 0 and 
u{xo) 二 0. We construct a family of maps ux,^{x) 二 //"^n(Ax) where A,/i > 0. 
For each A > 0, we set fi = (A!—几 / 股 > ( 。 ） . We need the following 
lemma. 
Lemma 6.2 Let {A }^ be any sequence tending to zero. The corresponding se-
quence of maps Ui 二 ux“叫 has a uniformly convergent subsequence such that the 
limiting map u* : Bi(0) XQ is Lipschitz where XQ denotes the tangent cone of 
X at the point 0. 
Proof : By the maximality of Qo …we have lim 0rd(0, a, x^(O)) < 0rd{0). How-
ever, since lim QO,(T 二 given ^ > 0 and CTQ > 0 for a < a � s m a l l enough we 
have 
0rd{0, a, Qo,cr) < Ord{0, a。，Qo,.) < Ord{0, ao, + £. 
Since ao is arbitrary, this gives us Ord(O) < lim 0rd(0, a, u(0)) and hence we 
have Ord(O) = lim 0rd(0, a, u(0)). Let a = Ord(O) and fix a normal coordinate 
(7—>-0 
\ 
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chart on B卯(0). We see t ha t the m a p =似”： ^ A - V O ( O ) is an 
energy minimizing map where with metric gxi{x) = g{XiOc) and fi^'^X = 
{ / i � i p : P G X}. Notice that the complex again has non-positive curvature 
since 二 d^-i^iX'^P^ K^Q)- Chain rule gives us 
(6.5) [ d^ig,. 二 [ \Vu\ldfig, 
and 
(6.6) [ dl-ix(叫,= " 「 2 A 广 N f 
JdB.iO)"丨 JdB�“Q) 
In particular, we have 
OcT吻,(7，0) = 0rcr(0 , A巩 0), 
for all a G (0, A~Vo). Putting a = 1 and by the definition of im, equation (6.6) 
becomes 
(6.7) [ d l - i x [ u ” 0 ) d J : g x , l . 
JdBiiO)… 
Since 加,1, 0) = (9rcP(0, 0) which tends to a as A^  0, combining with 
equation (6.7), we have 
(6.8) I l^^Uill^diig,^ + 
if \ is sufficiently small. Therefore, the sequence of maps {ui] has uniformly 
bounded energy on BI{0) and by Theorem 4.2, it has uniformly bounded Lip-
schitz constant on any compact subset of BI{0). Therefore {UI} has a uniformly 
convergent subsequence with limit U” where n* : 5i(0) XQ. It is easy to see 
that u* is Lipschitz. • 
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Definition 6.5 Using the notation in the above lemma, the map u* is called a 
H O M O G E N E O U S APPROXIMATING MAP for U at the point 0. 
Theorem 6.2 The map u^ is a nonconstant homogeneous minimizing map of 
degree a, where a = 0rd{0). 
Proof : In order to show u尔 is nonconstant, it is sufficient to find a lower bound 
for I叫(cr) where 
/叫⑷二 [ 《了 1叉(以” 
JdBaiO)‘ 
Once we establish a uniform lower bound for since Ui converges to u 
uniformly to u” /^*(cr) = /股“o) "to (以” > This implies that u^ is 
nonconstant. Let 0 < 6> < ro < 1. We have 
ro d 
JBro{O)-B0{O)‘ 
+ c / 
JBro{O)-B0{O) 
where c is a constant. Using the inequality 2ab < eo? + we have 
/ ro 
r%(7�d(7. 
Since Ocf^ KO,”。,。）= ro0rci(0,1, 0), it is bounded above. Thus if we fix q we 
have 
1 广 
， ( r o ) 一 /叫(6>) < (ro) + c / {a)da. 
2 Je 
It follows that 
sup r'{r)<2r'{0) + c{l-0) sup r'{r). 
R G ( 0 , I ] re{e,i] 
Now, we may choose 0 close to 1 so that c{l-0) < then we get < ((9). 
By the choice of Ai,/^ ,^ /叫(1) = 1 for all i and hence we get a lower bound for 
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To show that u* is energy minimizing map, we use the fact that for fixed 
ao > 0, there is a bi-Lipschitz map F, : fi；'X f] B^^ (0) 4 為门召?:（0) with 
Fi{0) = 0 and with Lipschitz constants of both Fi and approaching 1, and 
Fi converging to the identity map as I CXD. Let v : B^^ XQ be an energy 
minimizing map with v = u^ on dB“0) for some a G (0,1). We need to show 
that E(u^) < E{v). Consider the map Fr^ o v : "「丄义-Let ai G (cr, 1), 
we have 
dKixMx)，F�iov(:r)) < cTi - a, 
for all X e dB^(O) and sufficiently large i. We extend the map o v to the 
annular region B^, (0) — B“0) so that it agrees with ui on the outer boundary as 
follows: for each ^ G choose the constant speed geodesic : [a, di] 
with (a) = i ^ - i O O � and = Ui(a办 Define Vi : B ,^ (0) -> p X by 
if r G [0,a) 
V i � = 
[ 7 刺 if r G [(J,ai . 
Since X is a NPC space, using lemma 3.2, for h，k G [a, cji] and ^ we 
have 
制Wi),她(2)) < 灼似2)) +咖贴 )媒 e 2 ) ) 
and hence Vi has a bounded Lipschitz constant in B^^ (0) - so that 
is well-defined. Since ui is energy minimizing, for any e > 0 we have 
for i is large enough. Since 
\ 
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(6.9) E叫⑷, 
i - ) • OO 
we have < 丑BJO)(…and thus u本 is energy minimizing. In order to 
show that 从* is homogeneous of degree a, we first show that lim E'^' {a) = E"^ * {a), 
for each a G (0,1). Since v is energy minimizing, E{v) < on BJO). For i 
large, we have < + e，therefore 
(6.10) 
\ ‘ woo 
Combining equation (6.9) and (6.10), we have 
lim 丑、a) 二 
i^ oo 
for each o G (0,1). In particular, since we have also shown that /叫 has a lower 
bound for a G (0,1), we have 
0r(r*(0,cr,0) = lim Ord叫（0, a, 0) 
“oo 
= l i m 0) 
i^OQ 
=Ord(O) 
= a , 
for any g G (0,1). Therefore, by Lemma 6.1, u本:^i(O) X q is intrinsically 
homogeneous of degree a. Notice that XQ is a geometric cone in M斤。Fix ^ G 
二 u狀),t e [0,1] is a geodesic joining to u*� and therefore 
it is a straight line in R況.Since u本 is intrinsically homogeneous of degree a, we 
have (i(it*(0)，7€(t)) equal to dO*(0)，r队⑴）identically, we have 
for any ^ G and all t G [0,1] and this completes our proof. • 
In the following, we will give one application of homogeneous approximating 
map of an energy minimizing map. 
\ 
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Theorem 6.3 If Ct is connected and u : Vt ^ X is a minimizing map which is 
constant on an open subset ofCl, then u is identically constant in Q. 
Proof : liu is not constant in Q but is constant on an open subset of Q we find 
a ball B contained in Q such that u is constant in the interior of B but for some 
point xo G dB, u is not constant in any neighborhood of XQ. We may assume 
that li 三 0 in B. Then we may find a homogeneous approximating map u尔 at 
Xo so that 队三 0 in a half space of W. By Theorem 6.1, we have a > 1 where 
a = Ord{xo) is the degree of u^. Since u本 is not constant, we may find a ball Bi 
in W such that li* 三 0 in Bi and there is a point xi e dBi with \xi\ = 1 such 
that u本 is not constant in any neighborhood of Xi. By the previous arguement, 
we know that Ord""* {xi) > 1. Let u^ be a homogeneous approximating map for 
m at xi. If we take Xi = (1,0, . . . ,0 ) , then ^ = 0 a.e. and therefore is inde-
pendent of a direction in W . Hence u^ restricts to is a nonconstant energy 
minimizing homogeneous map which vanishes in a half space. By repeating the 
above argument n - 2 times, we get a nonconstant minimizing homogeneous map 
of M to Xo which vanishes on a half line. This is impossible, since by Theorem 2.2, 
energy minimizing maps of R to XQ should have constant speed parametrization. 
Therefore, u is identically constant in and our proof is thus completed. • 
\ 
Chapter 7 
More results on regularity 
In application, one needs higher regularity for harmonic maps. In this chapter, 
we will show that they are better than Lipschitz. Notice that if u : ^ X is 
energy minimizing and if Xq G 0 be such that u{xo) G X is a regular point, then 
we know that u is C � in a neighborhood of XQ (see [10]). In the following, we 
will prove some results for a general harmonic map on regularity. 
7.1 Intrinsically differentiable maps 
Definition 7.1 Let be a normal coordinate centered at Xq e where 
Q is a Riemannian manifold. Let r 二 \x\X 二 工/丨工| be the polar coordinates in 
B^{xo). A Lipschitz map I ： B^{xo) X is called ESSENTIALLY HOMOGENEOUS 
OF D E G R E E 1 if for each ( G ^ "^"―工，l(r() = is a constant speed geodesic. 
Remark 7.1: Given any Lipschitz map I : dB^ixo) X and P G X, we can 
construct a unique essentially homogeneous degree 1 map, I : Bo•(工o) — X such 
that I = I on dBaixo) and [(0) = as follows: For each ( G dB^(xo), we set 
l(t() = (At) where is a unit speed geodesic joining from P to /(C), t e [0，1 
and A = (i(P,/(C)). 
Since we want to approximate a harmonic map u with essentially homogeneous 
52 
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map of degree one, we have the following definition: 
Definition 7.2 Let xq e ft and a > 0 be such that Bcr{xo) is compactly contained 
in Q. Define: 
R{xo,a) 二 inf 心 
I 
where 
da{u,l) = sup d{u{x),l{x)), 
xeBa(xo) 
and the infimum is taken over all degree 1 essentially homogeneous maps I : 
Ba{xo) X. 
Remark 7.2: Since we can take l{x)三 and u is Lipschitz, we have 
R{xo, a) < C' a where c is a constant depending on ^ and u. 
Definition 7.3 Let u : ft X be an energy minimizing map and K C ft be a 
compact set. We said that u is INTRINSICALLY D I F F E R E N T I A B L E on K if there 
exists ro, c and P G (0,1] such that 
for any x G K, cr G (0, ro • 
Definition 7.4 A subset S C X is ESSENTIALLY REGULAR if for any energy 
minimizing map u \ Q. X with C S, the restriction of u to any compact 
subset of ^ is intrinsically differentiable. 
Lemma 7.1 Let N be a smooth Riemannian manifold. Then N is essentially 
regular. 
Proof : Let w : B^o(xo) N^ is an energy minimizing map with finite energy 
where N^ is a smooth manifold of dimension k. We may assume that the image 
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lies in a normal coordinate ball with coordinates w \ . . .w^ centered at w{xo) 
and are normal coordinates at XQ. By Taylor's theorem, we can write 
w{x) = l{x) + Q{x) such that the number 
Co 二 sup 
BaoiO) 
is bounded in terms of the second derivatives of w. Since the second derivatives 
of an energy minimizing map are bounded in terms of the energy( may depend 
on the manifold ), for a G (0, CTQ] we have 
sup |ii； — < cocr^ cTo"^  sup — f 
Ba{<d) BaoiO) 
9 7 
< cicr sup w — L , 
— fiao(O) 
where Ci only depends on the energy of u, the manifold and ao. Since we are 
using normal coordinates in both domain and range, I is homogeneous of degree 
1 and hence we have 
R{xo,a) < cicr^ sup 一 
BaoiO) 
Let li : — N^ be essentially homogeneous map of degree 1 with image 
lying in the normal neighborhood of w{xq), for ai < CTQ, we have 
� 1 � 
sup d{l, li) < c Gi sup d{l, h). 
� ( 0 ) Sai(O) 
Therefore 
sup d(lji) < sup d{wji) 4- sup d{wj) 
Ba^iO) S.o(O) 
< sup d{w, li) c al sup d{w, I). 
— � ( 0 ) BaoiO) 
Hence, we have 
sup d{wj) < sup d{wji) + sup d{J,h� 
B.o(O) (0) So-o(O) 
< (1 + c af^) sup d{wji) + c (Ji sup d{w, I). 
— 〜 ( 0 ) S 叩(0) 
\ 
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Choose (Ji small enough so that c ai < 1/2, then 
sup d{w, I) < c sup d{w, li). 
BaoiO) fiao(O) 
Since h is arbitrary essentially homogeneous degree 1 map near w, we get 
R{xQ,a) < c a'^R{xo,ao), 
and this proves N is essentially regular. • 
One of the main result of this chapter is to give a criterion for a harmonic 
map to be intrinsically differentiable near a point. We need another definition. 
Given a Lipschitz map I : dBr{xo) X where r is small so that Br (工o) is convex, 
X e Br{xo) and P e X,we define a map : Br{xo) X he the unique degree 
one essentially homogeneous map such that lx,p{oc) = P and = I on dBr{xo) 
as in remark 7.1. 
Definition 7.5 Let XQ be a totally geodesic subcomplex of X and I : BR{XO) 
X he a essentially homogeneous of degree 1. We say that I is EFFECTIVELY 
CONTAINED IN XQ NEAR T H E P O I N T XQ if for any 6 > 0, there exists a 6 > 0 
such that for all x E Q sufficiently near XQ and all P E XQ sufficiently near 
Pq = l{xo) and for any a G (0, r/2] we have 
Vol{y e B,{x) : g XQ} < ecr� 
We are now ready to prove the main theorem of this chapter. 
Theorem 7.1 Let u : Q. X be an energy minimizing map. Let xq e ^ and 
To > 0 be such that Br^ixo) C Suppose 
1) Xq C X is a totally geodesic subcomplex and Pq 二 u(:ro) G Xq. 
2) PQ has an essentially regular neighborhood in XQ. 
3) There is an essentially homogeneous degree 1 map I : 义o ―仇 
\ 
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l{xo) = PO e Xq and， 
4) I is effectively contained in XQ near XQ. 
Then there is a SQ > 0 depends only on /, Q, X and XQ such that if 
sup d{u{x)J{x)) < SQ, 
xeBrQixo) 
then u{Bao {XQ)) C Xq for some ctq > 0. Moreover, u is intrinsically differentiable 
in a neighorhood of XQ. 
First, we need the following lemma: 
Lemma 7.2 LetU: X ^ XQ be the nearest point projection map where XQ Q X 
is a totally geodesic subcomplex of X. Then the following are true. 
1) U is a distance nonincreasing Lipschitz map. 
2) I f v e then v^Uov is also in and E{v) < E{v). 
3) Suppose ip : DQ Xq is Lipschitz, then there is an energy minimizing map 
u : Q X with u — (f on dQ such that C Xq. 
Proof : n is a distance nonincreasing Lipschitz map (see [5], P. 176 Prop 2.4)� 
Consider 11 as a vector valued function and let V be a vector at a point P e X 
such that LVn(P) exists. Then we have 
\\DyU\\ < ||F||, 
since E is distance nonincreasing. By lemma 3.3, we have 
如o w n IT 
= V dv 丄丄 
OXi 如 i 
� dv 
_ dxi , 
for i — 1,…，n and almost every x G Q. Hence, we have 
E{v) < E{v). 
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By Theorem 2.1, there is an energy minimizing map u \ Vt X with u = (f on 
dQ. If u{Q) g Xo, we can replace u hj U o u and this completes the proof of 
Lemma 7.2. • 
Lemma 7.3 Let ui,u2 ： ^ X be two energy minimizing maps where ^ C 
is an open and connected domain. Then the function x H^ d{ui{x), U2{x)) is a 
Lipschitz weakly subharmonic function in Q. 
Proof : We use the fact that if y is a NPC space, C C y is a closed convex set 
and li : 0 -> y is an energy minimizing map, then the function x d{u{x), C) 
is weakly subharmonic. Consider the set 
D = { ( P , P ) : X X X } 口 X X 
Then D C X x X is a closed convex set. We claim that 
dx{Pu 尸2) 二 
for any Pi,尸2 Let F : X x X -> X x X be an isometry given by F(Pi , P 2 ) = 
(尸2, Pi) and 7 be any path joining from (Q, Q) to (Pi, P2), Q G Then the path 
7—1 U F(7) is a path joining from (尸 1, P2) to (P2, Pi) and we have 
Hence d ( ( P i ， 尸 > However, if Q is the mid point of the 
geodesic joining from Pi to P2, the above equality holds and thus d{Pi ,P2)= 
P2)，D). Finally, it is easy to see that the map u 二 (i^i, U2) -M XxX 
is energy minimizing. Hence we conclude that the function 
dx{ui{x),U2{x)) = V2dxxx{u{x),D), 
is weakly subharmonic. • 
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We are now ready to prove Theorem 7.1: 
Proof : Since I is effectively contained in XQ near XQ, let Xi be a point sufficiently 
close to xo such that u(xi) G X q and u(xi) is close enough to u(xo) so that if 
£： > 0 is given, there is a number J > 0 such that 
Vol{x e : Bl{h{x)) C Xo} < scj几, 
for any a G (0, ro/2] where h deonte the map By translation, may assume 
u{xi) = 0. By dilation, we may take r � = 2. For any 如 > 0, we have 
(7.1) sup d(u(x),li(x)) < So, 
xeBi(xi) 
if Xi is sufficiently close to XQ. Choose a normal coordinate system 
centered at Xi and for any map v : Bi(xi) X, a e (0,1] we l e t � ： -> 
a-^X be the dilated map given by � = N o t i c e that if v is energy 
minimizing, t h e n � i s energy minimizing with domain metric a~^g{(jx). Since the 
metric a~^g{(jx) become Euclidean as cr 0 and hence are uniformly controlled 
(in any C^ topology) on Bi(0) while the complex a ' ^ X has nonpositive curvature 
for each a and converges to the tangent cone to X at 0 as a 0. Now fix 
A G (0,1] and we will choose different values of cr later. Let H ： ^i(O) CT'^XQ 
be an essentially homogeneous degree 1 map and define 
(7.2) sup d{''u{x),l2{x)) ^ D. 
xeBiio) 
Given Si > 0, we assume J > 0 is sufficiently small so that 
Vol{x G ^i(O) : g a-'Xo} < £u 
and choose XI sufficiently close to XQ SO that 
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(7.3) sup d ( � ( a : )广 h(x)) = Si<l 
xeBi(o) • 
Combining we have 
Vol{x e Bi{0) f u{x) 0 a-^Xo} < Si-
Thus there is a 6>i G [3/4,1] such that 
Vol{x e dBe, (0) ：^  u{x)贫 a'^Xo} < 
Let J n : cr_iXo be the nearest point projection map and l e t � = "'lio^'u, 
then we have 
(7.4) Vol{x G dBeM f ip{x)尸 < 
By Lemma 7.2, there is an energy minimizing map v : Be^ (0) Xo with v (p 
on dBe, (0). Equation (7.2) and (7.4) give us 
[ d{''u,v)dJ： < 4:£iD. 
Jse^iO) 
By Lemma 7.3, the function x ^ v) is subharmonic and hence 
(7.5) sup di^'u^v) < CiSiD, 
〜 2 ( 0 ) 
where ci is a constant depends only on Vt. On the other hand, since a neigborhood 
of PQ in Xo is essentially regular, there is an essentially homogeneous degree 1 
map U : Be{0) a constant and /3 G (0,1) such that 
sup 
Be{0) 
for any 0 G (0,1/4). Therefore, 
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(7.6) sup d{v, 4) < sup div.k), 
BeiO) 〜2(0) 
for any 0 G (0,1/4). Using trianle inequality and equations (7.5), (7.6), we have 
(7.7) sup fs) < {ciel + CsO^^ )^ sup h), 
Be{0) -BI(O) 
where cs = C2 + CiC2ei. On the other hand, equations (7.2) and (7.3) give us 
for any x G Bi(0). Notice that 二“ ^(0) = 0, by equation (7.2) we have 
< D. Since X is a NPC space, we have d{Hi{x)j2{x)) < D{1 -
+ \x\{D + (^ i) = D + \x\5i. In particular, we have 
sup d{ ' 'h{x) j2{x))<D + 6iO, 
Be{0) 
together with equation (7.2), we conclude that 
(7.8) sup d { ^ u n i ) < 0 6 i + 2D. 
BeiO) 
Now, we make use equations (7.1)-(7.8) for varying choices of a. 
(i) Take a 二 1, k = h and set J = 似Goc)，equation (7.7) becomes 
(7.9) sup I) < {ciSiO-^ + c D sup d{u, h), 
and equation (7.8) becomes 
(7.10) sup h) <Si + 26>-i sup d{u, h). 
Bi{0) Si(0) 
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Denote Dq = sup d{uji) and 二+ 20-^Do. Now, fix 0 small enough so 
Bi{0) 
that csO^ < 1/4 and then fix small so that Ciej^'^ < 1/4. We choose xi suf-
^ J 
ficiently close to XQ SO that sup d(u(x), li(x)) < - and < hence iS < I 
Bi(xi) ^ ^ 
A 
(ii) Since iS < S, we may take cr = 6> and k = i I. Set il{x) = O'^kiOx). 
Equations (7.7) and (7.9) give us 
(7.11) D2 = sup d f u f h) < {CiSiO-' + 沪）sup I) 
< (去m. 
Equation (7.8) becomes 
(7.12) sup d f u f h)<,6 + 20-'D,, 
Bi{0) 
and set 26=^16 + 20~^Di. Notice that 
2(5 < ^ + 2(9-1(A) + 丢A)) 
< 46>—i(5o < S. 
(iii) In general, for z G N, we set il{x) = 6 > — A =吕叩丑丄⑷ (没、 a n d 
= supsi(o) d f /i). Repeating the above argument and using induction, we 
get 
(7.13) < + < 
Therefore, we have 
sup d f u f h) 二终 1 4r%. 
B i ( 0 ) 
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for any nonnegative integers i. Finally, if a G (0,1], choose the nonnegative 
integer i so that a G ( 6>终1 , w e have 
sup d { u J i ) < { 0 - ' S i + A0-'So)0'^\ 
Si(o) 
hence 
(7.14) sup d{u{x), li{x)) < {e-^Si + 46>—2如) 
This implies that most points in B^ixi) are mapped by u into the interior of 
XQ . Notice that is an arbitrary point close to xq such that u{xi) G XQ . Suppose 
for any CTQ > 0, G XQ, then we can find a ball B C \ XQ ) H BJ。(工o) 
such that there is a point y e dB maps to XQ . Then for every ai > 0, at least 
1/2 volume of the ball B^^ (xi) are mapped into the closure of X \ XQ. This con-
tradicts equation (7.14) hence there is a number CTQ > 0 such that 卯)C XQ 
and thus u is intrinsically differentiable in a neigborhood of TQ. • 
7.2 Good homogeneous approximating map 
In this section, we will show that an energy minimizing map is strongly differ-
entiable under certain conditions. Notice that, by Theorem 6.2, if Ord{xo) = 1 
for some XQ G then there exists a degree 1 homogeneous approximating map 
u, : Q卯—Xu{xo) where 帅 and (卯）denote the tangent space of Q at XQ and 
the tangent cone of X at u{xo) respectively. By Theorem 6.1, we know that u禾 can 
be written as li* = J o v where J ^ Xu{xo) is an isometric totally geodesic 
embedding and we will prove that the homogeneous harmonic map v : Q^o — ^ 爪^ 
is of degree one. We have the following definitions: 
Definition 7.6 Using the above notations, the number m is defined to be the 
RANK of U” 
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Definition 7.7 Using the above notations, the map u本 is a GOOD HOMOGE-
NEOUS APPROXIMATING M A P if Ord{xo) = 1 and there exists a Riemannian 
metric go given in normal coordinates on the ball Br{0) C R^ and an isometric 
totally geodesic embedding i : (B“0),"o) X with z(0) 二 t^ Oro) such that the 
image i{Br{0)) is contained in a totally geodesic subcomplex XQ whose tangent 
cone at u{xo) is the image of u” 
Lemma 7.4 In the above notations, the homogeneous harmonic map v : Qxo — 
W^ is of degree one. 
Proof : Let A > 0 and G ^xo- Since u本 is homogeneous of degree one, 
u^{Xx) = Xu^{x). Let a be the degree of v, we have u^{Xx) 二 J o v{Xx)= 
J(X^v(x)). Hence d(u,(Ax),u.(Xy)) 二 J ( A 〜 ( x ) ) ， J ( A 〜 ⑷ ) ） 二 
On the other hand, 
=d(\J o v(x), XJ o v{y)) 
二 X\v{x) - v{y). 
Hence a = 1. • 
Theorem 7.2 Letu ^ X be an energy minimizing map andxQ G H Suppose 
Ord{xo) = 1 and u has a good homogeneous approximating map u* of rank k 二 
dimX. Then u is intrinsically differentiable in a neighborhood of XQ. Moreover, 
for some a > 0, the map u is given by u 二 i o v where v : Ba{xo) 5i(0) C R^  
is harmonic with respect to the metric go where i,go are as in definition 7.7. 
Proof : We write u^ = J o v where J : R^ ^uixo) is an isometric totally 
geodesic embedding and, by Lemma 7.4,幻：Q^：。股於 is a linear map of rank 
\ 
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k. Let ai > 0 be small such that the exponential map exp : B^, (0) C Q帅 
B^, (xq ) C is a difFeomorphism. We define a map I : B^, (XQ) X by / = 
iovo Notice that by Lemma 7.4, I is essentially homogeneous of degree 
1. We claim that I is effectively contained in XQ where XQ is the subcomplex of 
X in the definition of good homogeneous approximating map. Let Xi C X be a 
subcomplex such that it consists simplices which are faces of a simplex of X which 
is not in XQ. Since dimX 二 k, Xi must have codimension one in XQ. Therefore, 
r ^ ( X i ) C B � { x o ) consists a finite number of compact smooth submanifolds with 
piecewise smooth boundary. Since n > k, each of it must have codimension at 
least one and hence I is effectively contained in XQ. By the definition of good 
homogeneous approximating map and Lemma 7.2, u{xo) has an essentially regular 
neighborhood in XQ. Let 6o > 0 he determined by Theorem 7.1. Since u本 is a 
homogeneous approximating map for u at XQ, there exist numbers Ao，Mo�0 such 
that 
sup \IIQ^U{XOX) — u^{x)\ < So, 
Bi{0) 
and if we set I = i O {/2QV O we thus have 
sup d{u{x)J{x)) < SQ. 
〜 ( 0 ) 
By Theorem 7.1, we know that u is intrinsically differentiable near XQ and the 
image of a small ball B — � ) lies in XQ. The proof is hence completed. 口 
Chapter 8 
Harmonic maps into building-like 
complexes 
In this chapter, we consider the target complexes X to be F-connected (we will 
define it shortly). It may be thought as a higher dimensional generalizations of 
t r e e s � N o t e that tree has an important property that two adjacent edges lie in 
a geodesic (the union of the two closed edges). In the following of this chapter, 
we assme that the simplices of X are Euclidean simplices; that means they are 
images of the standard Euclidean simplex under a linear transformation. The 
main purpose of this chapter is to sketch the proof of Theorem 8.2. 
8.1 F-connected complex 
Defini t ion 8.1 A nonpositively curved complex X^ (i.e d imX 二 k) is said to be 
F - C O N N E C T E D if any two adjacent simplices are contained in a totally geodesic 
subcomplex XQ whcih is isometric to a subset of R^ • 
Recall that two simplices of dimension n are adjacent if they have a common 
face of dimension n - 1. The most important F-connected complexes are the 
locally finite Euclidean buildings of Bruhat and Tits (see [3]). We have the 
65 
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important results for F-connected NPC complex. 
Theorem 8.1 Let X be an F-connected complex. Then we have: 
(1) For any positive integer n and any compact subset K CX, there is a number 
£o> 0 depending only on n and K such that if u : Vt ^  X with u{Q) C K, then 
for all XQ eQ we have either Ord{xo) = 1 or Ord{xo) > 1 + £：0-
(2) Let u : QJ" X^ he an energy minimizing map and XQ E ^ be such that 
ORD{xQ) 二 1. Then there exists a totally geodesic suhcomplex Xq C Xu{xo) such 
that XQ is isometric to r x 叉丄於-爪 where m is an integer, l<m< min{n, k}, 
Xi is a F- connected complex of dimension k-m and there is a a � � 0 such that 
u{B^^{xo)) C XQ. Furthermore, if we write u = (^1,^2) • x Xi, 
then ui is a harmonic map of rank m at each point of and Ord^'^^xo) > 1. 
(3) X is essentially regular. 
Proof : see [[6] theorem 6.3]. • 
8.2 Regularity and the Bochner technique 
In this section, we will prove a regularity result for harmonic maps so that we 
can do smooth differential geometric calculations for harmonic maps. We need 
the following definition: 
Definition 8.2 Let u : ft X be an energy minimizing map and XQ G Q. The 
RANK of u at Xo is defined to be the number m appearing in (2) of Theorem 8.1 
if Ord{xo) = 1, and the RANK is zero if Ord{xo) > 1. 
Definition 8.3 A subset F C X is call an /C-DIMENSIONAL FLAT if there is an 
isometric embedding I X such that /(E^) 二 F. 
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Definition 8.4 A point XQ e ^ is a R E G U L A R P O I N T of an energy minimizing 
map u \ Vt X if there is a number a � > 0 and a k-flat F C Xu{xo)霞h that 
-u{B,,{xo)) C F. 
We will denote R{u) to be the set of all regular points of u and S(u) 二 
to be the set of all SINGULAR (not regular) points of u. 
Remark 8.2: Let ^ C and for any s G [0,n]. The outer Hausdorff measure 
of E is defined to be 
oo oo 
H'{E) = : covering of E, ^ C | J 
The Hausdorff dimension of E is defined by 
We need the following lemma: 
Lemma 8.1 Let ui : X he a sequence of energy minimizing maps 
(with uniformly hounded total energy) with image in a fixed compact subset of 
X. If ig converges to a limit g in the C^ norm, then there is a subsequence 
of {ui} converges uniformly on compact subsets of Bi{0) to a minimizing map 
u : Bi{0) X with domain metric g. Moreover, if we set 
S^(u) = {x G 5i(0) : Ord{x) > 1}， 
we have 
HUSo{u) n 5r(o)) > l^H'iSoM n 
i^oo 
for any r G (0，1). In particular，we have 
dim(5o(^)) > lim dim{So{ui)). 
i-^oo 
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N 
Proof : Since So(u)nBr{0) is compact, we may write So{u)nBr{0) C |J Br,{x,). 
t=i 
Let 工！ G So{ut)nBr{0) such that x, converges to :r, then we have 
Ordu(:r) > 
i->oo 
> 1，（ by (1) of Theorem 8.1 ) 
thus .7； G Soiu) n Br{0). Therefore if ^ > 0 is given, then for i sufficiently large 
we have 
S o M n l ^ C {x G Bi(0) : d{x,So{a)nBr{0)) < t}, 
and hence 
H''{So{u) n BA^)) > n Br{0). 
i — oo 
This completes the proof. 口 
We are now ready to prove the main theorem of this chapter, this gives us an 
estimate on the size of the set of singular points of an energy minimizing irmp. 
Theorem 8.2 Let a : A：々  be an energy minimizing map ( with image lying 
in a compact subset of X ). Then the Hausdorff dimension of S{ii) is at most 
ji - 2. Let Qi C Q be a compact suhdomcnn, then there is a sequence of Lipschitz 
functions {i^，,} with t/，，= 0 in a neighborhood of S{11)0^1, 0 < ^pr < I and 也 1 
as I DC for all x E QI\ S{IL) such that 
lim / |VVi/||•也|fi/i = 0. 
I —OC J^ 
Notice that by a result for energy minimizing maps (see [2]), on the regular 
set of u we have 
( 8 . 1 ) > | W u | 2 一 c | V i z | 2 , 
where c is a constant. Before proving Theorem 8.2, we need the following lemma. 
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Lemma 8.2 If Theorem 8.2 is true, then 
> 丨VWp - c|Vw|2, 
2 
holds distributionally on 
Proof : Let 0 be a nonnegative function with compact support in Q. Let C 0 
be a compact subdomain such that the support of 小 is contained in Qi. Let { e j 
be a sequence tending to zero and {^pi} be the corresponding sequence of functions 
given by theroem 8.2, that is 
lim / |VVn| 二 0. 
“m Jn 
Since 恤 has support in R{u), from equation (8.1) we have 
--[�•|Vy2,v(0也)�dp 2 / - c / \Vu\2(lyil；咖. 
2 Jn Jn 
Hence 
2 九 Jn J^ 
-sup0 / \Wu\ \\/ipi\d/j.. 
o Jn 
Since \Vu\ is bounded on compact subsets of we have 
lim / |Vit| I••以I \ViJi\dfi = 0. 
“沈Jn 
By dominated convergence theorem, we finally get 
- - [ > / - c / \Vu\^(l)dfi. 
2 Jn Jn Jn 
which is our desired result • 
Proof of Theorem 8.2: Write S = SqU- -USI where I = min{n, A: — 1} and SJ 
denotes the set of singular points of rank j. First, we show that dim Sq <n-2, 
then we will prove dim S < n — 2 by induction. Let 
§o(u) 二 {:r G : Ord(x) > 1}. 
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So we have So{u) C So{u). It suffices to show dim So<n-2. Suppose s G [0,n 
such that IP (So) > 0, by ([1], 2.10.9), there is a point XQ e Cl such that 
lim a - 'H '{SonB,{xo) ) > 2 ' ' . 
(T 0 
Let u^ : W ^ ^u{xo) be a homogeneous approximating map of u at xq and 
a = Ord{xo). Then degree of u本=a. Since Xq G SQ, Theorem 8.1 gives us 
a > 1 + ^0 where ^o > 0. Now, we apply Lemma 8.1 to suitable rescalings {ui} of 
u near XQ and notice that the maps to a neighborhood of U{XQ) may be thought 
of as maps to the space X以(工。）since a small neighborhood of U{XQ) is isometric 
t o X如)，we have 
i->oo 
> 0. 
Since u本 is homogeneous, 队)is a geometric cone and therefore there is a point 
Xi e n such that 
lim n B,[xi)) > 
0- 0 
Let ui be a homogeneous approximating map of u本 at Xi. Since degree of u年 > 
1 + £o, Ord^i(xi) > 1 + £：0 and hence Ord'^'itxi) = a > 1 + ^o for any t G [0,1 • 
Since 
d(ui(txi),Ui(toXi)) < C|t-tol'^lxil^, 
where a > l+£o. Therefore, the derivative oiui is zero along the ray t txi, thus 
ui{xi) = 0 G X � T h e r e f o r e , Ui is a homogeneous map to the same cone Xu(xo)-
Note that u本 is homogeneous and Ord""* (:ri) > 1 and this implies Ui is independent 
of a direction. (If we write 二 (1, 0 , . . . , 0)，then = 0 almost everywhere. 
) I f we denote U2 = ？ii|Mn-i, the U2 is homogeneous of degree a > 1 + o^- We 
have SQ{UI) 二 5�(n2) x R and thus ir-i(>§o(U2)) > 0. Note that we start from 
\ 
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H'Ciu)) > 0 and finally get IP](忌o(U2)) > 0 where 购：IT—i -> ^^(xo) with 
degree a > 1 + ^o- If 5 > n - 2, by repeating the above arguement, we get 
an energy minimizing map v : R^ X (^xo) with degree a > 1 + ^o such that 
丑s-(n-2)(氣⑷）�0. Therefore, there is a point y G So{v) \ {•}• Repeat the 
above arguement again and we get a geodesic(7,say). However, for a geodesic, 
we should have Or(P{xo) = 1 for all xq. This leads a contradiction. Hence if 
H'{SQ{U)) > 0, then s < n - 2. Therefore, we have dim So{u) < n - 2. Now 
we show by induction on k =dim X that dim S{u) < n - 2 . When k = 1, 
we have S(u) = So(u) ( by (2) of Theorem 8.1) and we have proved this case. 
A J A 
Assume k > 2, and for any energy minimizing map w : X ~ where X 
is F-connected complex, then the dimension of the singular set S(u) is less than 
n - 2 . Let u : X^ be an energy minimizing map and ocq G Sm\SQ�Since 
Ord{xo) = 1, by Theorem 8.1, there is CTQ > 0 such that u : B^oixo) XQ C X 
where XQ is totally geodesic subcomplex and isometric to W x Xi where Xi is 
again a F-connected complex and of dimension k-m,m > 1. Thus, we can write 
u 二 (Ui,U2) so that Ui : ： Xi and both are energy 
minimizing maps. Since ui has rank m at every point of B^^ M , we have 
Sm(u) n = So(u2) n 
By induction assumption, we have dim �B卯(rro)) < n - 2. Therefore, 
dim Sm(u) <n-2forl<m<k-l. Thus, dim S(u) < n - 2. 
In order to complete the proof, we need to construct functions {也}。We fix 
a compact subddomain Q2 ^ ^ such that C Since dim 5o < n - 2, let 
£ � 0 and d > n - 2 ( we will fix it later ), we can choose a finite covering 
{Br^ {xj) ： j = 1,.. J } of the compact set SQ{U) H TH such that < 已 We 
assume e is small enough so that B^rj {xj) C j. = 1 ,…L For j 二 1 , … ， U e t 
cpj be a Lipschitz function such that 
f 
0 in Br^{xj) 
= 
[ 1 in B2rj{oCj), 
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and \V(pj\ < 2rJ^. If we set ip 二 : j = 1, • . . , Z}, then 
f 
0 in a neighborhood of SQ 门 l^i 
^ \ 1 
Let 妙0 二 p2，Schwarz inequality gives us 
(8.2) / = 2 / (p\Vip\\Wu\dfi 
Jn -'Uj^i B2vj{xj) 
< 2 ( [ 丨 • • U | 2 | \ H - V 2 ‘ / 2 ( 厂 I • 〜 
For j 二 1, • •., Z let pj be a Lipschitz function such that 
1 in B2rj{xj) 
pj = 
0 in Q \ Bsrjixj), 
\ 
and \Vpj\ < 2rj\ If we set p = max{pj : j 二：1, •..，Z}, then we have 
(8.3) [ I • • � 2 | •以 I — 办 S / |VVw|2|Vii|—V2一办• 
Now, we assume A; 二 1 or Theorem 8.2 holds for energy minimizing maps into 
F-connected complexes of dimension less than k. If A: = 1, we have S = So and 
hence equation (8.1) holds in ^^  \ SQ. li k > 1, for any point XQ e S \ So, by 
Theorem 8.1, we can write u 二 (tti，i/2) in a small neighborhood of xq where U2 
is a map to a lower dimensional F-connected complex. Since 
• 以 二 + I •购 |2， 
= iVV^ip + |VVn2p, 
by induction assumption and Lemma 8.2, we know that equation (8.1) holds 
distributionally on Q \ 5o. A result of [11] implies that on the regular set, we 
have 
(8.4) ( 1 -。 | V V m | 2 > |v|•以||2, 
\ 
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where £n > 0 depends only on n. Combining equations (8.1) and (8.4), we have 
> |V|Vli|P + Snl••以|2 -
thus, 
A\Vu\ > £ n | W u | 2 | V ^ i � i - C |Vn|, 
holds distributionally on Q\5'o. Using pV^ as a test function we get 
(8.5) Sn J < -
+ c / 
Jn 
Note that 
- 2 [ p(p{V\VulV{p(p))dfi < 2 / pip\V\Vu\\ \V{p(p)\dfi 
Jn 
<C p(p\Wu\ \V{pip)\di^ 
Jn 
where 6 > 0 is arbitary. Choose S small enough so that S C < combining 
with (8�5) we have 
(8.6) [ | V V n | 2 | V n | — 办 S C 厂 + 力•一I)办。 
Jn 
Combining equations (8.2), (8.3) and (8.6)，we have 
[ | V V n | < c IV^KPV^ + + 
Jn J^ 
By the definition of (f and p, we get 
/ | V W | iWoM/x S c [ r 广 Z 
Jn j = l J BsrjiXj) 
\ 
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Since Xj e So, Ord(xj) > 1 + £ for some fixed s > 0. Using Theorem 4.2, 
sup < c Tj. 
. B2rj (xj) • 
Therefore, if we choose d such that n - 2 < c ^ < n - 2 + £we then have 
广 I 
/ \VVu\ IVV^ oMM < ci ^ £：. 
Jn j=i 
Since s > 0 is aribitary, we get the result for A: 二 1 ( since S = ^o). For A : � 1 , 
cover the compact set ！^二工 Br “工j) by {BrM ：力二 1, . . •， " } and 
each n is small so that the map u can be written as (ni,以2) in Br人yt) as in (2) 
of Theorem 8.1. By induction assumption, there is a function 如 vanishing in 
a neighborhood of 5 n Br人yt) and identically equal to one in a slightly larger 
neighborhood such that 
f |vvu| < …• 
Jn 
Set i) 二 min{V i^，...，il)p} and thus 
Hence the proof is completed. • 
Corollary 8.3 If X is an energy minimizing map, then 
- A Vw ^ > VVnp -
2 
where c is a constant, holds distributionally on Q. 
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